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The  effectiveness of the 1984 Salmon Management Plan at increasing returns
of MSW salmon was examined in rivers of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. An index using
returns of 1SW salmon as a proportion of MSW salmon in the following year was
calculated for early and late runs of seven rivers with cc sting traps, 1975-88.
A multiplicative model was used to calculate a standardized annual index to
ccznpare years before and after 1984. The results indicated that a significantly
greater proportion of MW salmon returned in years after i i osition of the plan
in 1984. In addition, it was found that early-run stocks had significantly
smaller proportions of MSW salmon ecaipared to late-run stocks. This difference
could be because of relatively lower fishing mortality on late-run stocks.

RESUME

On a examine l' efficacite du plan de gestion du saumon de 1984
au regard des montaisons accrues de redibermarins dans les rivieres
du golfe du Saint-Laurent. A cette fin, on a etabli un indice
fonde sur les remontees de saumons unibermarins, representant une
proportion des redibermarins de l'annee suivante, pour les
premieres et les dernieres montaisons dans sept rivieres dotees de
pares de denombrement, de 1975 a 1988. Un modele multiplicatif a
servi a calculer un indice annuel normalise pour comparer les
resultats d'avant et d'apres 1984. Les chiffres obtenus ont revele
qu'une proportion nettement plus importante de redibermarins ont
remonte les rivieres dans les annees qui ont suivi l'adoption du
plan (1984). De plus, on a etabli que dans les stocks des
premieres montaisons la proportion de redibermarins etait nettement
inferieure a celle des dernieres montaisons. Cette difference
pourrait s'expliquer par un taux de mortalite dO a la peche
relativement plus bas dans les dernieres montaisons.
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Returns of 1SW salmon are used to predict returns of MSW salmon in the
following year for stocks in Miramichi (Randall et al. 1989 a)), Restigouche
(Randall et al. 1989 b)) and Margaree (Claytor and Chaput 1988) rivers. The
models used in these predictions assiune that the returns of MSW salmon are a
constant proportion of 1SW salmon in the previous years. In 1984, major changes
were imposed in the commercial and recreational fisheries of Atlantic Canada,
Chadwick (1985), which drastically reduced the numbers of salmon taken in
homewater fisheries. These changes would be expected to decrease the proportion
1SW/MSW. This paper examines the hypothesis that the proportion of 1SW to MSW
salmon returning to rivers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence has changed since 1984.

2. 	 I HODS

2.1 Grilse-salmon index

Returns of 1SW and MSW salmon were available for seven rivers in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, which had daily counts at upstream counting
facilities. A total of 14 years of data were available. Data
1975-1983 were coded as pre-PLAN and those from 1984-1988, during
the Salmon Management Plan, were coded as PLAN.

The grilse - salmon index was the ratio 1SW/MSW, where 1SW was the
count of 1SW salmon in year i-1 and MSW (multi-seawinter) was the
count of MSW salmon in year i. A high index, therefore, would
indicate a high number of 1SW salmon relative to MSW salmon in the
following year.

Migrations of salmon in many rivers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence occur
in two seasons. The summer season extends from May to August with
most fish entering the rivers in June and July. The fall season
extends from September to November. In this analysis fish entering
the rivers during these two time periods were treated separately.

A standardized index was calculated using the multiplicative model
of Gavaris (1980). The basic assumption of this model is that the
index is influenced by common environmental or fishery-related
factors.

As modified from Gavaris (1980), the model is:

(G/S) = br, x.... x br a x bal x.... x ba i x bsl x.... x bsk x E x e

Where (G/S) = any grilse to salmon ratio

br, = river effects in river j

bat = year effects in year i
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bsk = season effects in season k

E = environmental or fishery-related factors

E = error

By choosing a reference such as:

(G/S) r= bra x bal x bs1 x E x e

E can be removed from the equation:

(G/S) 	 br1 x....x bra x bat x....x bad x bs l x....x bsk x E x e

(G/S)r 	 br, xba1 xbs1 x E x e

and
(G/S) = (G/S)r x br2 x....x br, x baa x....x baI x bs2 x....x bsk x e

with the (G/S) index transformed into natural logarithms, the
regression can be solved with least squares.

Zn (G/S) = kn (G/S) r + En br2 + to bra + 2nba2 + + enba, + Enbs2 + tnbsk + e

The general model is:

En(G/S) = 2n ((G/S)r) + E[Qn(P j^)X] + 6

Where (G/S) r = reference index

Pi ^ = relative importance of group , and factor i

XIj = dunmy variable (1 when data are present, 0 if not)

The hypothesis that the grilse salmon index had not changed since
the advent of the 1984 Salmon Management Plan was tested by comparing
pre-PLAN to PLAN years.

Results and Discussion

The initial model with all seven rivers (Table 1) provided a good
fit to the data and explained 72% of the variation in the index.
However, there was a trend in the residuals for two rivers and a
second model using only five rivers (Nepisiguit, Millbank,
Bartholomew, Mitis, and Margaree) was calculated. A large negative
residual was also removed. This value was the 1985 count of late
run grilse as a proportion of 1986 counts of late run salmon at
Millbank. The revised model indicated that all effects were highly
significant (Table 2).
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The  retransformed index for early-run stocks was three times greater
than late-run stocks (Table 2); that is, late-run stocks comprised
proportionately more MSW salmon. It can be assumed that the
difference between early and late run stocks was due to fishing and
not to natural mortality. This assumption can be made because it
is likely that sex ratio and fecundity of early and late-run stocks
are equal and that their natural mortality rates are also equal.

The significant year effects were used to identify highs and lows
on grilse-salmon index and to measure the success of the 1984 Salmon
Management Plan. The coefficients indicated that the index was
highest in 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1987, and lowest in 1978, 1979,
1984, 1985, and 1986 (Table 2)

An analysis comparing pre-PLAN and PLAN indicated that coefficients
for these years were significantly different (Table 3). the
retransformed coefficients indicated that the number of MSW salmon
relative to grilse had increased by 60% during the plan. It was
noteworthy, however, that the five-year management plan appeared to
have been effective in these rivers in only four out of five years,
the index in 1987 was one of the highest over the 14 year time
period, which indicated salmon returns were low.

The results indicate that returns of MSW salmon have increased
relative to those of 1SW salmon during PLAN compared to pre-PLAN
years. A significant correlation between Labrador commercial catch
of small salmon in the year previous to MSW returns suggests that
reduced catches from 1983-1985 were one reason for increased MSW
returns from 1984-1986 (Randall and Chadwick 1989). However, hook-
and-release requirements for MSW salmon suggest that the selective
removal of 1SW salmon, in recreational fisheries prior to enumeration
at some of the counting facilities used in the data set, likely also
increased MSW returns relative to 1SW salmon. Future analyses of
grilse-salmon returns should examine these last two points in more
detail.
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F-VALUE 	 P

12.771 <.001
32.877 <.001
63.110 <.001
4.253 <.001

I'J?H'J^2 : •: 	
. 
	 NNz1

•11 	 •1 ^1 	 J^
	 1r_ nR_

Millbank 1.817 98
Early run
1975

Nepisiguit -1.247 14
Bartholcnrvew -0.232 16
Margaree -1.313 27
Mitis -2.084 14

CATEGORY

Reference

River
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Table  2. Results of revised multiplicative model.

Multiple R
Multiple R squared

SOURCE
VARIATION DF

Intercept 1

Regression 18
River 4
Season 1
Year 13

Residuals 79

TOTAL 98

0.863
0.744

N LYSIS OF VARIANCE
SUM OF
SQUARES

MEAN
SRS

1.637E1 1.637E1

9.103E1 5.057E0
5.208E1 1.302E1
2.499E1 2.499E1
2.190E1 1.684E0

3.128E1 3.960E-1

Season 	 late run -1.094 42

Year 	 1976 -0.263 5
1977 -0.295 5

1978 -0.407 5

1979 -0.527 5

1980 -0.317 4

1981 0.718 7

1982 0.427 9
1983 0.747 9
1984 -0.627 9
1985 -0.187 9
1986 -0.729 8

1987 0.209 9
1988 -0.208 9
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Table  3. Results of regression of multiplicative model for 1984-88 management
plan.

Multiple R 0.780
Multiple R squared 0.609

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

SOURCE SUM OF MEAN
VARIATION DF SQUARES SQUARES F-VAIUE P

Intercept 1 1.637E1 1.637E1

Regression 6 7.445E1 1.241E1 23.590 <0.001
River 4 5.671E1 1.418E1 26.954 <0.001
Season 1 2.519E1 2.519E1 47.896 <0.001
Plan 1 2.313E0 5.313E0 10.101 <0.001

Residuals 91 4.787E1 5.260E-1

TOTAL 98 1.387E2

REGRESSION OOEFFICfl2TS

CATEGORY CODE COEFFICIENT NO. OBS.

Reference Millbank 1.901 98
Early run
1975-83

River Nepisiguit -1.032 14
Bartholomew 0.036 16
Margaree -1.310 27
Mitis -2.097 14

Season Late run -1.096 42

Year 1984-88 -0.490 44
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